The Trail, 1986-03-20 by Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound
Dave Harlan 
After seemingly endless waiting, we can finally welcome spring to campus, 
as evidenced by these frisbee players in Todd Quad. For more views of spr-
ing, turn to pages 8 and 9. 
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Food service serves 
up points a la carte 
By Tom Koontz 
Freshman Patrick Harvey has 
nothing against a balanced federal 
budget. Nothing, that is, unless his 
financial aid is slashed 
"I don't mind being a Seven-Eleven 
clerk for the rest of my life," he quip-
ped, alluding to the distinct possibili-
ty that financial burdens may cause 
him to enroll elsewhere next year. "I 
won't be able to return if I don't have 
the money - it' pretty simple, isn't it?" 
Harvey is one of the approximately 
60 percent of UPS students who 
receive some form of federal finan-
cial aid. He falls in the "moderate in-
come" category, the group that may 
be affected the most by the recently 
enacted Gramm-Rudman-Hollings 
bill. 
The bill, which is designed to force 
a balanced federal budget by 1991 
with automatic program cutbacks, 
took effect March 1. More cuts are 
expected in August. 
Student aid programs shrunk by 
about 4.3 percent with the first cuts, 
figures released by the Office of 
Management and Budget indicate. 
But UPS Director of Financial Aid 
Steve Thorndill sees the cuts as even 
deeper. 
"It's a bigger problem than just the 
4.3 percent Gramm-Rudman cuts," he 
said. "The Pell Grant program has 
overspent its allocations the last few 
years, and Congress has provided the 
extra money. This year, however, it 
doesn't appear that Congress will 
come through with additional funds, 
so the aid reductions may be closer to 
10 percent." 
Thornd ill cautioned that he has not 
yet received official word about these 
figures. 
Across the nation, colleges now 
have $154 million less than expected 
for Pell Grants 
Many educators believe black, 
Hispanic, and middle-income 
students will bear the brunt of the 
cuts. 
"This will certainly accelerate the 
trend of declining black and Hispanic 
participation in post-secondary 
education," said Arnold Mitchem, 
director of the National Council of 
Educational Opportunity Associa-
tions. 
Xavier University, a traditionally 
black college that is highly depen-
dent on Pell Grants, could double its 
debt if the cuts continue. 
"If the cuts come down the way we 
have been hearing, we could be in 
some very serious trouble," said 
Calvin Tregre, Xavier's financial aid 
director. 
Here at UPS, Thorndill sees 
"moderate income" students as most 
affected. 
"There appear to be reductions on 
the way for the students whose need 
is least," he said. "However, the ab-
solute neediest should have no reduc-
tions." 
In Pell terms, the least needy 
students are those whose need index 
is above 1200. 
"This academic year, the cutoff for 
Pell Grant recipients was an index 
above 1900. It appears that the 
See AID CUTS page 3 
By Tom Koontz 
Details of next year's new "A La 
Carte" food system were unveiled at 
Tuesday's Senate meeting by John 
Hickey and Dick Fritz. 
"The 'A La Carte' meal plan allows 
students to choose what to eat, where 
to eat, and when to eat. The plan can 
also save money, for students pay on-
ly for what they eat," said Hickey. 
The change is partly because of the 
SUB renovation, and partly in an at-
tempt to make the food system more 
fair. 
"Under the old system, the light 
eater has been subsidizing the heavy 
eater," said Hickey. "With 'A La 
Carte' cost will equal consumption." 
According to Hickey, the new 
system will include a serving area 
that contains grill, delicatessen, salad 
bar, sandwich/soup, hot food, bakery, 
dairy, beverage, and dessert counters. 
Diners will select their food items, 
then move to cashiers, where that 
meal's point total will be deducted 
from their board accounts 
Residence hall board fees for the 
new system will remain the same as 
this year - $790 for fall term, $730 for 
spring. The money will purchase 
27,200 points in the fall and 26,400 
points in the spring. The augmented 
"A La Carte Plus" system, designed 
for "medium to heartier eaters," will 
provide 35,850 points in the fall for 
$850, and 34,850 points in the spring 
for $790. 
Union Avenue residents will pay 
the same amount for "A La Carte" 
and "A La Carte Plus," and receive 
the same number of points. 
Off-campus students who wish to 
join the program may purchase either 
the "Off-Campus A La Carte" plan for 
$450, which gives 15,450 points, or 
the "Off-Campus A La Carte Plus" 
plan for $600, which gives 22,250 
points. 
Just how much does a point equal? 
Sands takes 
Dega's job 
Vicki Sands has been selected to 
replace Mimi Dega as ASUPS 
Senator. The position was left open 
when Dega was elected Vice Presi-
dent of ASUPS, and will be refilled by 
election in the fall. 
Sands was selected by a specially 
appointed ASUPS committee from 
several applicants. 
"All food will be sold at wholesale 
prices to the program participants," 
said Fritz. The average points to get 
three meals per day is 247 for "A La 
Carte," 326 for "A La Carte Plus." 
Any unused points at term's end 
will be refunded, up to $50 maximum, 
or transferred to the next term, up to 
7,500 points maximum. 
Responding to questions of why 
students wouldn't get all of their ex-
tra points refunded, Hickey said, "We 
have to have enough money to pay 
for labor, and make large food con-
tracts that allow us to get cheaper 
prices. We're being more generous 
than most other schools who use this 
system." 
Students who use up their points 
before the term's end can purchase 
extra points in blocks of 2,500($25) 
The new SUB, which has been 
strictly a resident dining cafeteria in 
the past, will be open to all Diners 
without "A La Carte" plans will pay 
cash prices at the retail level. 
Food service hours will be extend-
ed, with plans to serve from 6:45am to 
8:00pm on weekdays and from 
8:30am to 7:00pm on weekends. 
Diners will have the choice of 
eating in the Great Hall, the new 
pavilion, the mezzanine area, or at 
home with food "to go." 
As the system will be a drastic 
change from the current food ser-
vices, Fritz and Hickey say they en-
courage student input. 
"We would like to have anyone in-
terested help on the Student Food 
Committee," said Hickey. There will 
also be an "A La Carte" suggestion 
box placed in the SUB 
Editorial 
positions 
filled 
Media heads for the 1986-87 
academic year have been selected by 
the Media Board after a series of in-
terviews. 
Andrea Bernadelli will be editor of 
Tamanawas, Mark Miller will be 
KUPS General Manager, and Amy 
Stephenson will be editor of the Trail 
Each candidate had at least one 
year of experience in his or her 
respective area. 
Applications for the editor of 
Crosscurrents will be accepted after 
Spring Break 
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NOT JUST BUGS FOR SALE 
rinkets and treasures and everything in between will be available at the 
17th annual Flea Market, sponsored by the University of Puget Sound 
Women's League. 
The Flea Market this year will be held from 10 AM to 5 PM on Saturday, 
April 19, at the University Fieldhouse, North 11th St. and Union Ave Admis-
sion is 50 cents. Tickets are available from Women's League members, the 
Alumni Office on campus and at the door. 
A+ FOR ALBERTSON 
The University of Puget Sound Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, National Honor 
.iociety, has nominated Professor Robert G. Albertson for the triannual Na-
tional Scholar Award according to Professor Frank Hruza, president of the 
local chapter. Hruza cites the ideal of the honor society as a combination 
of public service, creative activities, scholarship and teaching 
achievements Albertson was selected earlier this year by the Council for 
Advancement and Support of Education and by the American Association 
for Higher Education for work with colleagues on this campus on the Asian 
Studies Program and its Pacific Rim-Asia Study/Travel Program, and for 
earlier work with the core Curriculum and the Honors Program. 
CAN'T FIND A JOB? 
An international volunteer project (or work camp as it is called abroad) is 
an opportunity for you to join with 10 to 20 other volunteers from many dif-
ferent countries to work or a project which benefits the local community. 
Projects usually last two to four weeks and volunteers work a five day/40 
hour work week. There is limited space for Americans in each country so, if 
interested, now is the time to apply. CIEE, 356 West 34th Street, New York, 
NY, 10001. 
IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR 
The budget requests for funding of clubs and organizations for fiscal year 
1986-87 is due Monday, April 7 at 4pm. Budget Committee hearings and in-
terviews will begin soon after that. Contact Vice President Mimi Dega at 
756-3273 for more information. 
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Grand Canyon hike 
By Mignon Coughlin 
Imagine doing the impossible, 
pushing yourself to your physical and 
emotional limits. And afterwards 
knowing you've accomplished what 
you never thought you could do and 
feeling wonderful about yourself. 
That's only part of what you can 
gain through a hiking trip to the 
Grand Canyon put on by the 
Wilderness Personal Growth Outing 
Program of the UPS Counseling 
( enter 
The nine day experience, five days 
,)f shich are spent hiking, is taking 
place over spring break, March 21-30. 
The cost of the trip is approximately 
$175, which covers transportation, 
group camping equipment, food on 
the trail, and campground fees 
Ten students have been chosen to 
accompany two leaders, Bob Stremba 
and Marc Olson, on the trip. 
"We had to narrow it down to ten 
students keeping in mind the 
1500-mile van trip each way " 
said Stremba "Students were mainly 
picked for diversity, physical 
readiness, and a committment to per-
sonal growth and group 
cooperation." 
Beginning hikers were included if 
they had the physical ability and en-
thusiasm to go the 35-mile hike 
Mignon Coughlin 
Bob Stremba of the Counseling 
Center will lead a hiking trip next 
week to the Grand Canyon. 
Though the sightseeing and hiking 
are major components of the trip, the 
Counseling Center stresses the emo-
tional benefits that are gained by 
each individual. Benefits include in-
ner peace and harmony, the realiza-
tion that most of our limits are self-
imposed, and learning much about 
yourself by taking risks you normally 
wouldn't take. 
"The students really develop a feel-
ing of family," said Stremba. "It ma) 
be a short period of time, but you are 
together constantly. Just the road 
trip over there can be an adventure." 
The Grand Canyon trip is the last 
scheduled hike this year. However, 
special outings can be arranged by 
the Counseling Center for any group 
by request. 
By Dexter Van Zile 
Bob Stremba discussed the causes 
and symptoms of suicide at a suicidal 
awareness seminar two weeks ago. 
He provided preventative measures 
which can help people out of suicidal 
crises. 
Stremba prefaced his remarks with 
a statement meant to dispel a miscon-
ception about suicide. 
"There is a misperception that 
speaking with people about suicide 
will increase the likelihood of an at-
tempt. This is not true. Speaking with 
someone who is considering suicide is 
better than ignoring their problem. If 
we don't respond to the warning 
signs, it may give an individual the 
feeling no one cares." 
According to Stremba, there are 
numerous identifiable stressors which 
can increase the risk of suicide by an 
individual. Loss or change in an in-
dividual's life, combined with other 
factors such as deteriorating relation-
ships with family and friends or finan-
cial problems, can cause stress, and 
must somehow be answered 
"A cluster of things can cause feel-
ings of suicide," said Stremba. "A sud-
den loss, a loss of self-esteem, or a 
failure can cause people to feel they 
have no alternative. 
"Feelings of suicide are on the ex-
treme end of a continuum of reac-
tions to stress or failure. Attempts can 
be considered a cry for help or 
assistance to deal with this stress." 
People considering suicide usually 
show certain symptoms of behavior 
that can be recognized by those 
around them. Loss or change in their 
environment, such as the loss of a 
friend, or a rite of passage such as 
graduation, coupled with a sense of  
failure, frustration, or lack of discer-
nable future are just a few of the war-
ning signals 
Alcohol and drug abuse are also 
symptomatic of suicidal thoughts 
Alcohol is especially dangerous to 
those with suicidal thoughts because 
it can make an individual more will-
ing to act on them. 
"Alcohol can pull inhibitions away 
and take away one's fear of harming 
themselves. People may be more will-
ing to talk about suicide while intox-
icated, also," he said. 
Once the signs of suicide are 
recognized, other individuals can 
help the person reach the resources 
necessary to change their emotional 
situation. Sometimes the individual 
needs someone to talk to 
"Sometimes just spending time 
with the person is the best thing that 
can be done," said Stremba. 
Listening is an important trait to ex-
hibit to a person contemplating 
suicide. It is also important to 
remember that there are other people 
capable and willing to help. Contac-
ting professional help for or with the 
person, such as making an appoint-
ment with the Health and Wellness 
Center, is one way to bring in profes-
sionals. 
"It is not your responsibility to be 
the only one to save a person's life. 
Use the resources available in the en-
vironment. The point is to see that the 
person does get some help. One 
method to do this is to say, 'I care so 
much about you that I think you 
should get some help'," said Stremba. 
He concluded by saying, 
"Sometimes a person can feel really 
in the pits. There is a future. There 
may be sixty years of future. 
Sometimes we need help realizing 
this." 
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Compiled by Chris Thayer 
The Hanford Nuclear Reservation has been revealed to have released 
radioactive material of concentrations hundreds of times greater than 
previously known to the public. This information comes from a Department 
of Energy document, which also shows that some emissions were thousands 
of times more concentrated than those of Three Mile Island. 
Congressional leaders of both parties agreed yesterday that President 
Reagan has to sway at least ten more House members to vote for his $100 
million aid package for the Nicaraguan rebels or face defeat. Reagan's na-
tionally televised speech apparently failed to generate the surge of public 
sentiment for his aid package that his supporters had hoped for. The vote for 
the aid package takes place today in the House. 
The value of the dollar has reached a post-war low against the Japanese 
yen, falling 27 percent since September 22. This reduction was initiated by 
the central banks of Japan, the United States and other nations in an at-
tempt to reduce the massive U.S trade deficit. By lowering the value of the 
dollar, U.S. goods can be produced relatively cheaply increasing the com-
petitiveness of domestic industries. 
For the first time in recent history, France will be led by opposing political 
forces. French voters narrowly chose a conservative National Assembly on 
Sunday to govern with Socialist President Francois Mitterand. The 289 con-
servatives have only a small majority of the 577-member assembly they need 
to carry out their plans of reduced unemployment and loosened government 
restrictions. 
Push your limits 
Stremba stresses 
suicide awareness 
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The Trail wishes you a happy, fun 
and safe Spring Break. 
Stay tuned for a "special issue 
after Spring Break. 
Remember, Woodsy's a Washington 
winner! 
ORCHARD CREST 
NOW RENTING 
$100 Off 1st Full Mo. Rent 
Deluxe 1 and 2 Bdrms. 
Free covered parking 
Adult R. family 
sections 
Woodburning frplc. 
Rec. facilities 
Free Cable TV 
Heated swimming pool 
Washer & dryers 
Handicapped units 
avail. 
Quiet country setting 
473-5919 
5808 Hanna Pierce Road W. 
(56th and Orchard) 
University Place 
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Senate 	  
Lund makes waves 
By Tom Koontz 
The Senate returned to its old 
home, the library's McCormick Room, 
to cover many odds and ends plus 
some new business Tuesday. 
An amendment to alter the makeup 
of the Student Concerns Committee 
was brought forth in order to allow 
for the one week wait required before 
it is voted on 
Senator Rick Lund moved to 
change the number of students at 
large serving on the committee from 
the Governance Committee's pro-
posal of nine to seven. 
"With nine plus two senators and 
the president, the committee is too 
large," he said. 
"This committee's purpose is to 
monitor and bring students concerns 
to the attention of Senate and the ex-
ecutives," said Governance Commit-
tee member Blake Hickok. "By 
limiting the number of students to 
seven instead of nine, you'll be 
eliminating two people who may 
have more contacts - you're limiting 
the input." 
"I don't know why, we just 
wanted to do it. 
Senator Rick Lund 
Lund also moved to make the vice -
president rather than the president 
the ex-officio member. When asked 
why, he responded, "I don't know, we 
just wanted to do it," referring to 
decisions reached by him and Senate 
Chairman Ted Buck at last weekend's 
Senate retreat. 
"Why change it?" asked Gover -
nance Committee member Michael 
Amend. "The president is the voice  
of the whole student body, so he 
should be on the committee." 
Finally, Lund moved to scratch the 
requirement that the Senate chair-
man serve on the committee. 
"This way we can appoint two 
senators who have an interest or 
knowledge of the project rather than 
the chairman, who may not have 
knowledge or interest," said Buck. 
"The reason we brought this to the 
floor is to expedite the interviewing 
process [for the committee]. The mo-
tion will obviously be tabled until 
next week," said Buck. 
The motion was indeed tabled, 
with all voting yes except Senators 
Ray Conner and Greg Coyle, who 
voted nay, and Senator Lorelee 
Parker, who abstained. 
In other new business, Senator Jill 
Nishi opened a can of worms with her 
proposal to require the liaison direc -
tor (currently Senator Lisa Davenport) 
to create weekly liaison report in the 
form of the Tattler and distribute it 
around campus. 
It was first suggested that the funds 
come from the Senate project fund, 
but Buck remarked that there was on-
ly $8 remaining in this account. 
Coyle suggested the report be 
printed on the back of K UPS 
Newsbriefs. However, Media Advisor 
Dana Grant cautioned that the media 
and Senate must remain autonomous. 
Senator Paul Lower attempted to 
table the motion so the logistics 
could be worked out in detail before 
being voted on. His motion was 
defeated, and several more minutes 
were spent in discussion before 
ASUPS President Steve Emery step-
ped in. 
"I request that Jill [Nishi] withdraw 
her motion, because the Director of 
Public Relations will be doing 
something similar. There's no need to 
duplicate work." 
After more discussion, Nishi 
withdrew her motion. 
In other business, project reports 
included the continuing Fieldhouse 
painting saga. Conner has been tackl -
ing the issue for several months, and 
the latest word is that it was painted 
in 1979, so the maintenance timeline 
doesn't include painting in the near 
future. 
"Food is not a 'vital' item. We 
don't normally budget funds for 
food costs for any groups." 
Vice President Mimi Dega 
"The paint has been peeling for the 
past three years, because no primer 
was used when they painted it in '79. 
Right now they have other priorities. 
They did say, however, that they're 
looking into it." 
In monetary matters, $225 was 
allocated from the ASUPS Contingen-
cy Fund for Media Advisor Dan a 
Grant to attend an upcoming con-
ference. The allocation covers 5 0 1Ply 
conference fees. 
Aid cuts 
Continued from page 1 
cutoff will be moved down to 1200 
for next year, and some students 
below this level will face reductions." 
Again, these figures are not official. 
In calling for cuts in federal stu-
dent aid, U.S. Education Secretary 
William Bennett noted increasing 
state aid to colleges would keep 
students in college. But while there 
were record increases in state funding 
last year (7 percent), college 
operating costs increased more (11 
percent). 
"We can't find any wholehearted 
evidence that states are taking up the 
slack from federal government cuts," 
said Dr. Jerry Davis, co-author of a 
report for the National Association of 
State Scholarships and Grant Pro-
grams. 
In relation to Guaranteed Student 
Loans, the bill cuts the "allowance" 
banks receive from the government 
when they make GSL's from 3.5 per-
cent to 3.1 percent. 
"The initial allowance cut, which 
applies only to the first year of a loan, 
will have a minimal impact," said Bill 
Clohan, a lobbyist for the Consumer 
Bankers Association. "But cutting the 
allowance further, as some legislators 
want, will pro-oke banks to make 
sure students are good credit risks on 
their own." 
When asked why money wasn't 
provided for food as well, ASUPS 
Vice President Mimi Dega responded, 
"Food is not a 'vital' item. We don't 
normally budget funds for food costs 
for any groups." 
Several general announcements 
were made to the Senate. 
Parker said there would be a reu -
nion for the Orientation class of '89, 
featuring slides from Passages and 
free Domino's pizza. This function is 
scheduled for May 1 in the Kilworth 
basement. More information will be 
forthcoming. 
Dega noted that last weekend's 
Senate retreat was productive and 
successful. The Senate's focus for the 
term will be "increasing campus spirit 
and unity," and senators' projects will 
be geared toward this. 
Dega also announced the resigna-
tion of Cris Wittress from the Media 
Board. 
She then reminded the Senate that 
applications for club matching funds 
are due no later than March 31. 
Curiously enough, no mention was 
made of the fact that the Senate had 
a iew member. Vicki Sands, who was 
not sworn in, replaces Dega, who 
resigned to take the position of Vice 
President. 
Thorndill agrees that other than an 
increase in origination fees ($12.50 for 
a $2500 loan), GSLs are not 
significantly affected by the March 1 
cuts. 
"However," he added, "the next 
year is a critical one. It's completely 
up in the air now [whether fewer 
GSL's will be available]." 
Despite many cutbacks, the pro-
spects for future financial aid are not 
all bad. 
In National Direct Student Loans 
(NSDL's), Work - Study, and Sup -
plementary Education Opportunity 
Grants, Thorndill foresees"practically 
no reductions for UPS students next 
year." 
"We won't decrease these funds for 
anybody due to Gramm - Rudman, 
because there is flexibility in these 
programs. Collections from NDSL's 
can increase independently of 
Gramm - Rudman, so we will be able to 
continue high levels of funding in 
these three programs," Thorndill said 
According to some experts, future 
federal aid reductions may have to be 
four or five times as large as this 
year's in order to balance the budget 
by 1991. 
Thorndill is more optimistic: "If 
the overall Gramm-Rudman bill is 
successful in decreasing other areas 
of the federal budget, there wouldn't 
have to be further reductions in finan-
cial aid." 
WANTED 
HUNGRY STUDENTS 
order any 12" one item p.m on March 25th 
- 28th between 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 am. for 
Only $4.110 
752-9653 
* Free Coca-Cola 
* Guaranteed 30 minute delivery 
binited delivery area 
participating store only 
2602 N. St'evens. 
Domino's Pizza 
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Former Red Guard speaks for democracy 
By Amy Stephenson 
Last Week's symposium, "The Far 
East: A New Look," concluded Friday 
with a lecture by Dr. Wang 
Bingzhang, a former physician and 
member of the Chinese Red Guard. 
Wang spoke of his experiences during 
the Cultural Revolution and his con-
version to democracy. 
"Even for us (the Chinese) it's very 
hard to understand the Cultural 
Revolution," he said. "It finally 
disillusioned a whole generation." 
Wang's generation grew up in so-
called "New China." The youths were 
taught that the socialist system was 
the best in the world, that the 
capitalist system was corrupt, and 
that their lives were made happy by 
the revolution. 
"Teachers told us stories that made 
us sad we'd missed the revolution, 
said Wang 
They were taught that two-thirds of 
the world lived in a non-socialist 
"Hell on earth" and that they, the 
Chinese, must be their liberators. 
"Reality was in conflict with what 
we had been taught in theory," said 
Wang. "It was a bureaucratic system 
that controlled every aspect of life 
and oppressed all creativity." 
In 1966 Mao Tsetung stirred up the 
staff and students at Peking Universi-
ty to launch an attack against the Par-
ty committee. This new campaign 
raised the curtain for the Cultural 
Revolution. 
By the end of 1967 Mao's enemies 
were completely eradicated. In 1968 
a new campaign began to persecute 
most of the former student leaders. 
"This blow awakened many of us," 
said Wang. "We realized there were a 
lot of contradictions in our so-called 
socialist system." 
Only when the Nixon administra-
tion opened China to the West did the 
people learn about what went on out-
side of China. They felt they had 
fallen 30 or 40 years behind everyone 
else. 
"We thought about how to change 
the system and realized that the only 
"I gave up my medical career 
because a physician can only 
treat a few patients, but cannot 
cure a whole nation." 
realistic thing was to disseminate ac-
counts of democracy to the people," 
said Wang. 
In 1978 the people began to ver-
balize their desires for democracy 
with large character posters, but 
these messages only reached a few. 
Persecution also hindered com-
munication, but, Wang said, "People 
can be silenced, but they can't be 
stopped." 
Wang was sent to Canada in 1979 
with a group of Chinese medical 
students. He completed his Ph.D. in  
medical science at McGill University 
in 1981, and in 1982 announced his 
decision not to return to China. 
Wang is the first Chinese in North 
American on a government stipend to 
defect from China. He gave up his 
medical career to work for the 
democratization of China. 
"We thought about how to 
change the system and realized 
that the only realistic thing was 
to disseminate accounts of 
democracy to the people." 
"I gave up my medical career 
because a physician can only treat a 
few patients, but cannot cure a whole 
nation." 
"We must try to change such a ter-
rible society," he added. "It's the 
hardest job in the world, I realize, but 
we must try." 
The question-and-answer period 
that followed Wang's lecture was 
livelier than the ones following the 
previous lectures. When asked how 
he would try introducing democracy 
to a nation China's size, Wang 
responded: "In my understanding, 
Chinese people can understand what 
democracy is." 
The following series of questions 
drew responses from Wang, Professor 
Chris Connnery, Professor Maria 
Chang, Professor James Gregor, and 
Dexter Van Zile. They debated 
whether China's population was an 
issue and whether democracy would 
be beneficial or just another elite 
reformist movement. 
At one point Chang tried to com-
mand the floor to clear up an earlier 
issue that had not been resolved to 
her satisfaction. 
"People can be silenced, but 
they can't be stopped." 
"We didn't come here to hear you, 
we came to hear him," interrupted 
Van Zile. 
Frowning, Chang relinquished the 
floor to Wang, who proceeded to 
answer further questions. 
"Before we came abroad we just 
though the system in China had some 
problems. What is the key answer 
came to us after we came to 
democratic countries," said Wang 
He felt those who come abroad will 
bring back accounts of democracy 
and human rights to the Chinese peo-
ple. 
Criimes on campus 
Oops! March 6, the Crimes on Campus Column reported that "Sep-
tahedron dancers bothered an A-frame." This was not a part of the official 
security report, though our sources say that seven dancers did perform for 
an A-frame. 
"I was from a worker family and 
soon became a rebel leader. Our 
target was our Party committee," said 
Wang. "We attacked them because 
"Even for us it's very hard to 
understand the Cultural Revolu-
tion...It finally disillusioned a 
whole generation." 
we felt they had no respect for Chair-
man Mao's movement" 
Wang's Red Guard activities in-
cluded occupying the Propaganda 
Bureau for two weeks and attacking 
the Ministry of Health. 
There were three kinds of rebels in 
the Cultural Revolution, according to 
Wang. The first included people like 
Mao who vented their anger at the 
bureaucratic system and restructured 
it. 
"I was part of that group," he said 
The second group thought that 
Mao and the leaders he opposed were 
all the same and must all be over-
thrown. They were more mature than 
the first group, said Wang, and had a 
better understanding of what was go-
ing on 
The third was composed of people 
who had personal vengeances against 
the Communist Party. 
After May of 1967 Wang dropped 
out of action for several reasons. 
Many of the leaders who had been 
trusted by the Red Guards came 
under fire, and this turn of events con-
fused the young radicals The Red 
Guard also began to split into fac-
tions, accusing one another of betray-
ing Marxism and Leninism. 
The Chelsea Station, one of seven establishments in the Seattle Bed and 
Breakfast Association, is located at 4915 Linden Avenue North. 
eattle Bed and Breakfast Assoc. 
ffers havens of relaxation 
By Cynthia Nims 
"Bed and Breakfast" seems at first 
to be a self-explanatory term. But if 
you go through life believing that this 
sort of accommodation is nothing 
more than a place to lie your head 
and get something to eat in the morn-
ing, you will miss out on one of the 
most unique, charming and 
hospitable ways to spend time away 
from home. 
The Seattle Bed and Breakfast Inn 
Association, established in July of 
1984, has seven members which are 
devoted to maintaining a level of ex-
cellence in warm hospitality "without 
compromising quality, professional 
service." 
Each of these inns—Chelsea Station, 
The Williams House, Galer Place, The 
Beech Tree Manor, College Inn, 
Chambered Nautilus and Roberta's 
Bed And Breakfast—is a natural and 
pleasant reflection of its owners. 
They follow the same guidelines for 
Bed and Breakfast Inn service, yet 
each offers unique special touches in 
catering to the needs and comforts of 
their guests. 
The Williams House is located on 
Queen Anne Hill, overlooking parts 
of Elliot Bay and Lake Union. The 
epitome of Victorian style family 
homes, this particular 1904 home has 
an interesting history of occupants. A 
family home until the 1940's, the 50's 
transformed the residence into a 
men's boarding house (these original 
house rules are displayed in one of 
the two bathrooms). Then when the 
World's Fair came to Seattle, the 
house became an emergency medical 
clinic. "Intensive Care" can still be 
made out at the entrance to the 
parlor, and one upstairs door is scar-
red with "Surgery." 
The Williams found that these past 
owners did not take much care in 
preserving this gem of a home. In 
their renovating, they found, among 
other details, brass drawer handles 
and pressed-paper textured walls. 
Walking through the house today, it is 
easy to appreciate the tender-loving-
care that the Williams have 
dedicated to this home. It is 
meticulously cared for and exquisite-
ly furnished. 
Another inn located on Queen 
Anne Hill is Virginia Lucero's Beech 
Tree Manor. Very much a turn-of-the-
century English decor, this parlor is 
walled in rich ash, offset by dainty, 
Laura Ashley calicos. Sitting near the 
massive, stone fireplace is a crysta' 
decanter of sherry ready to soothe 
the guest after a day of sightseeing oi 
shopping. Lucero collects art which 
varies from modern abstract to 
classic traditional. It is tastefully 
dispersed throughout her home. 
The Beech Tree Manor often 
becomes the object of out-of-the-
ordinary accommodation requests, 
which Lucero seldom refuses. 
Recently, she played hostess to a 
young girls' slumber party. She and 
See Havens page 7 
The parlor of Beech Tree Manor featuring rich English ash walls with Laura 
Ashley calicos. 
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More travels with Claude the mystery chauffeur 	  
Chelsea Station: a home away from home 
By Cynthia Nims 
Until last weekend, I had never 
stepped foot in a Bed and Breakfast 
Inn. It could very well have been 
years before I would have ventured to 
do so, had I not been so adamant 
about a post-midterm get-away. 
Stress building and health sliding, I 
needed a change of scenery and a 
change of pace. 
I am thankful to the friends who, a 
few weeks ago, informed me of the 
Seattle Bed and Breakfast Inn 
Association. Having thumbed 
through their brochure, I randomly 
chose one of the seven inns, made 
reservations, and got myself through 
midterm week. 
I was content with the thought that 
come Friday afternoon, I would get 
away from it all. Little did I know 
that I would be met with a warmth 
and hospitality that offered relief 
from the stress and strain of 
academia and made me wonder if I 
would ever again consider a typical 
hotel accommodation. 
Knowing that Claude has also been 
having a hard time lately, I gave my 
favorite chauffeur a call and we head-
ed north to the Chelsea Station. 
Located at the south side of 
Woodland Park Zoo, this classic 1920 
brick home is a haven of comfort and 
relaxation. 
Dick Jones, whose wife Marylou 
completes this innkeeper-couple, 
greeted us with an especially warm 
smile and welcoming handshake. 
Our first impression of the B & B at-
titude was an invitation into the 
parlor for a short chat before settling 
the bill and proceeding to our room. 
By the end of our stay, and after hav-
ing visited the six other B & B's of this 
association, it was clear that this first 
impression was not at all deceiving. 
Those who choose to stay in a Bed 
and Breakfast Inn are not treated as 
clients, but truly as guests, perhaps as 
friends. 
Jones stated that their mission is to 
provide "comfortable, straight-
forward accommodation," which 
very appropriately describes what 
they accomplish. 
Prior to helping establish the Seat-
tle Bed and Breakfast Inn Association 
[see box—Seattle Bed and Breakfast 
Assoc. offers havens of relaxation], the 
Jones worked in highly stressful ac-
ministrative positions. Through the 
In 1984, they decided to make a 
move toward a lifestyle that concen-
trated more on getting away than on 
getting caught up in the infamous rat 
race. Having bought the house in 
May, three months were devoted to 
its renovation before opening in 
September. 
In their year and a half of opera-
tion, the Jones' have proven their 
"commitment to excellence, quality 
and warm hospitality" which is 
shared by each of the association's 
members. 
The charm of Chelsea Station is in 
its subtle, homey atmosphere. The 
parlor bookshelves are full of oppor-
tunity for leisure, with a good selec-
tion of novels, games and enough 
Pacific Northwest information to 
answer any guest's questions of 
where to go, what to see, how to get 
there, and where to eat. 
In addition to the parlor, Chelsea 
Station has two kitchens, a dining 
room, a hot tub and five guest rooms, 
two of which have adjoining sitting 
rooms. One of these suites, the Rose 
Room, has a private bath. 
Claude and I were in the Lilac 
Room, the second suite which shares 
a bath and, like all five rooms, offers 
a king-size bed. Claude didn't get too 
close to that bed: first, because I 
wouldn't let him; second, because of 
his acute agoraphobia (fear of wide-
open spaces). So he contented 
himself on our sitting room couch. 
Among the amenities offered at 
Chelsea Station are a clock-radio in 
each room, plush bath towels, pic-
tures and paintings on the walls and a 
room diary in which past guests have 
made unsolicited comments about 
their stay. 
Looking through the diary in our 
room, I found that the Lilac Room 
had once lodged people from New 
York, Florida, Texas, North Carolina 
and West Germany. If word of mouth 
is a strong form of P.R. then there 
must be a lot of people out there talk-
ing about Chelsea Station. 
Saturday morning was an especial-
ly beautiful one in Seattle. Sun 
streaming through the windows, I pro-
dded myself out of bed early and 
went downstairs to sit in on breakfast 
(served from 8:30 to 10:30). 
It seemed that the best way to 
understand a Bed & Breakfast Inn 
would be to get to know the people  
who frequent them. If this is true, 
Claude probably still isn't quite sure 
what a B & B is, for he didn't show his 
scruffy face at the breakfast table un-
til just before 10:30. The other guests 
had already left for the day. 
Preparing to travel (yes, even just 
to Seattle) tends to confuse Claude 
greatly and he subsequently left his 
razor and bathrobe at home. To be 
safe, he waited until he was sure that 
the guests were all eating before he 
made the dash-in-buff from our room 
to the shower. There was nothing he 
could do about the tiny little hairs on 
his face, although he did try to put it 
off as the Miami Vice look. I knew 
better. 
Never one to follow fads (this guy 
has never even owned a pair of 
Levis!), nothing could save Claude  
from looking just plain scruffy. He 
did us all a favor by putting off his 
breakfast appearance. 
At the breakfast table this particular 
morning were two women from L.A. 
who claimed that they had a one 
week get-away from their husbands. 
So, they came to Seattle to visit one 
of the women's daughter and help her 
get settled into a new home. There 
was a third woman also up from L.A. 
to visit her daughter. Having never 
stayed in a B & B before, she couldn't 
say enough good things about 
Chelsea Station. She wished that she 
had learned about B & B's earlier in 
life. And finally, this morning, there 
See Chelsea page 7 
Lots of specials! 
Come In This Month For 
An niversery Special 
Kathryn Michalski 
owner - stylist 
3822  north 26th street 
tacoma, washington 
98407 
759-0943 NOW: ACCEPTING Visa/Master Card 
The ladies of Delta Delta Delta would 
like to wish the UPS students and faculty 
a great spring break! 
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Literature of Vietnam War 
to be taught this fall 
Southbound 
don't miss 
By Rob Laverty 
Many years ago my father describ-
ed to me a reliable way to avoid bad 
restaurants while driving long 
distances through unfamiliar parts of 
the country. 
"If you follow truckers," he ex-
plained, "they'll lead you to the best 
food, and prices, in the area 
Until recently I hadn't put much 
stock in my dad's advice. But then, 
until recently I hadn't been to the 
Wolf Creek Cafe 
During the most recent of my 
periodical treks from the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area to Tacoma 1 decided 
that I just had to have breakfast at 
the next McDonald's I came to. But 
because I was somewhere in between 
Medford and Roseburg, the nearest 
one was a considerable distance off. 
Luckily, my memory dredged up 
my father's advice. I spontaneously 
followed three eighteen wheelers off 
1-5 at the Wolf Creek Exit. The road 
wound through heavy forest for 
about a quarter of a mile, and then 
the three trucks stopped in front of 
the Wolf Creek Cafe. Feeling rather 
Lilliputian in my Honda Civic, I reluc-
tantly followed suit. 
Walking nervously past a sign that 
read "Buy one hundred gallons of 
gas, get a free meal," 1 entered into 
the shop 
The smells that greeted me there 
instantly calmed by fears, and 
reanimated my hunger I took a table 
by the window, and was quickly 
greeted by a motherly waitress who 
filled my coffee cup and handed me a 
menu Sipping the hot coffee, I glanc-
ed around the knotty pine room at the 
Dther diners. 
Truckers, who voluntarily submit 
to jumbled schedules, eat all sorts of 
things at strange times of the day. 
Because of this fact, I was able to see 
different people eating breakfasts, 
drivers: 
Wolf Creek 
lunches, and dinners around me 
I watched in awe as one of the 
truckers which had arrived with me 
was served a chef's salad with ham, 
cheese, and egg overflowing its two-
foot platter. When I commented on 
its size to the waitress, she said that it 
was only a half-chef. She explained 
that the normal ones contained a full 
head of iceberg lettuce! 
Gazing around, I thought again of 
Gulliver and the Lilliputians. 	 The 
steaks, omelettes, and sandwiches 
around me were massive. 
Hoping not to disturb the profes-
sional drivers' breakfasts, 1 quietly 
ordered a cinnamon roll, and a cou-
ple of fried eggs. When the eggs 
came, they were surrounded by a 
large heap of homemade hash 
browns, and four pieces of wheat 
toast accompanied by homemade ap-
ple butter. The high point of my 
breakfast, however, was the cin-
namon roll. 
At the Wolf Creek Cafe, the cooks 
pride themselves on their rolls and 
pies. Early each morning they bake 
fresh rolls, and later they begin with 
the pies. (This, and fresh, hot coffee, 
assures tired drivers a nose-pleasing 
break anytime.) 
The cinnamon roll that arrived in 
front of me was about the size of two 
pounds of butter. It tasted like there 
was at least that much butter and cin-
namon mixed into it With all due 
respect to my mother, I have never 
tasted a roll like the ones served at 
the Wolf Creek Cafe. 
When I finished my breakfast 
(rather, when I couldn't eat any 
more), I asked the waitress for my tab. 
She asked me whether I would like a 
thermos filled with coffee. I told her 
I'd love it, but that I didn't have one. 
"Bring one along next time," she said 
As I paid her $3.25 for my 
breakfast, I told her I would. I knew 
I'd found a place that I'd return to. 
And I couldn't wait to tell my dad. 
By Katie de Gutes 
In a time when war seems immi-
nent and yet is not quite prevalent, it 
is towards the past that we must turn 
to understand the effects another 
technological war would create. 
That past is Vietnam. 
"The veterans of the Vietnam war," 
said Tim Hansen, UPS Professor of 
English, "insist that Americans 
understand 'the way it was' in the war 
they fought." 
Hence came the birth of the 
literary theme to be addressed in next 
fall's English 367—The Literature of 
the Vietnam War. 
Hansen said the idea for the class 
originated last year when he went to 
read some Women's Literature. 
"I try to learn something new each 
year," he said. "Just to keep myself 
[intellectually] alive." 
Somehow a novel on the Vietnam 
war got thrown in the stack of 
Women's Literature books. Hansen 
was intrigued by what he read and 
began reading more. 
"1 must have read 80 to 100 books 
[on Vietnam] last year," said Hansen. 
Unlike what many would suppose 
however, the class is not a platform 
for anti-war activists. The class in-
stead focuses on how it was, rather 
than why it was. 
The objective of the class, said 
Hansen, "is to understand [the] 
historical, personal, tactical, and  
ethical implications of [the] par- 
ticipants' experienrP " 
Hansen wants the class to be "en- 
tirely elective." He does not want a 
student to take the class simply 
because it fills a core or a degree re-
quirement. The student should have 
real interest in the course; the reading 
load is heavy (14 books in 15 weeks), 
and students must come to class 
prepared for discussion. 
'Each student must deter-
mine in advance whether or 
not to be confronted by the 
actualities of Vietnam 
books.. .Since the writers 
are determined to com-
municate the impact of 
traumatic events upon the 
individual, reading their 
prose is, itself, traumatic.' 
-Professor Tim Hansen 
"Each student must determine in 
advance whether of not to be con-
fronted by the actualities of Vietnam 
books," said Hansen. "Atrocities by 
both sides are graphically described. 
The language of the conversation is 
unapologetically reproduced. Since 
the writers are determined to corn-
_ municate the impact of traumatic 
events upon the individual, reading 
their prose is, itself, traumatic." 
The Literature of Vietnam will be 
offered as a "one-time-only class this 
fall, but depending on interest, could 
be offered again," 
Color Post 
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Chelsea 
continued from page 5 
was a couple from Seattle's East side 
who were looking for a weekend's 
change of scenery. Just after 
breakfast, they were off to the zoo to 
take pictures of the animals...almost 
like kids again. 
Jones later explained to me that 
people stay at Chelsea Station for 
various reasons--business, visiting 
family or friends, vacationing—and for 
various lengths of time—from one 
night, to a week, to perhaps three 
weeks or a month. 
With a grin, he told me of what he 
has recorded as the all-time shortest 
stay. It seems that a Seattle couple 
decided that they needed a break 
from their home routine, but couldn't 
afford to take too much time away 
from the kids. So they called a 
babysitter, jumped into the car, drove 
to Chelsea Station and spent four 
hours of bliss before getting back 
home before midnight to relieve the 
babysitter. 
Claude didn't understand why I got 
such a kick out of this story, but if he 
doesn't already comprehend that 
animal drive that sometimes gets the 
better of us, I don't want to be the 
one to explain it. 
Havens 
continued from page 5 
her dog Chief kept the girls entertain-
ed for the evening. Another request 
she is happy to oblige is making her 
home available for what she calls 
"adult slumber parties." 
Galer Place is the third, and last, of 
the B & B's located on Queen Anne 
Hill. Innkeeper Chris Chamberlain, 
herself a Britisher, boasts an especial-
ly British flavor in her home, offering 
a tea for her guests each afternoon 
between 4:00 and 5:00. In the 
backyard of Galer Place is a hot tub, 
to add to the relaxation factor of any 
guest's stay. One of the rooms 
available at this B & B inn, the Rattan 
Room, has a small private loft with a 
futon to accommodate more guests 
or for more room in which to relax. 
Perched on a hillside in Seattle's 
University district, the Chambered 
Nautilus is a beautifully restored ex-
ample of Georgian quintessence in ar-
chitecture. Built in 1915, this inn has 
wide-open spaces which make it ideal 
for a variety of occasions, including 
small weddings and business 
meetings. Co-owner Kate McDill is a 
baker by trade, and this B & B offers 
especially appealing home-baked 
wonders for breakfast. 
In the spacious living room of the 
Chambered Nautilus, guests will find 
a healthy supply of tea and sherry for 
afternoon relaxation. In the kitchen 
is the home's second fireplace which 
often makes for a very cozy breakfast 
setting. Deborah Sweet, the second 
half of this vivacious innkeeper duo, 
explains that their inn's name is from 
the shell of the same name which, as 
a unit, offers warmth and security 
while also offering privacy within 
each chamber. 
Roberta's Bed and Breakfast is the 
most recent addition to the Seattle 
Bed and Breakfast Association. 
Located near Volunteer Park on 
Capitol Hill, this inn is owned by the 
Chelsea ('welcome' in Welsh) Sta-
tion is indeed a home, and as such, 
the owners have a right to ask their 
guests to respect certain house rules. 
But there are only four, and these are 
not too difficult to heed: 1) smoking 
must be done outside. 2) red wine 
must not be brought in the house [due 
to problems with stains]. 3) the main 
doors must be kept locked, and 4) if 
anything is needed, just ASK! 
Jones is adamant about one other 
thing. No guest is to offer to help in 
the yard or to clear the table, because 
that's what he is there for. Our sole 
purpose as guests is to relax, kick 
back, and do all of those things that 
we have wanted to, but lacked either 
the time or the energy. 
Do yourself a one-of-a-kind favor 
sometime soon. Spend a night or a 
weekend at one of the seven Bed and 
Breakfast Inns of this Seattle associa-
tion. You will feel among friends; you 
will sleep well; you will eat well; and, 
in the end, you will be very glad that 
you did so. 
Don't wait for an excuse—such as 
"Aagh!! All the hotels in town are 
full!"—to try a Bed and Breakfast Inn. 
You will be depriving yourself of the 
most pleasant home-away-from-home 
accomodations available. 
charming and lively Roberta Mar, an 
Irish woman who seems to have more 
energy than she knows what to do 
with. Much of that energy was put to 
use a year ago when she decided to 
convert the home she had lived in for 
18 years into a B & B. After four mon-
ths of renovation, her home was 
decorated with tasteful antiques ("In-
cluding me!" she says), and ready for 
the public. 
Roberta's recent inclusion in the 
Seattle B & B Inn Association seems 
very natural, for her home and her 
personality boast the high standards 
of hospitality and service that the 
association has come to be known 
for. Each morning she sets a pot of 
tea or coffee outside her guests' 
rooms, and in the Magnolia Room (so 
named for the beautiful magnolia 
tree just out the window) is the 
familiar carafe of sherry. 
The College Inn, the seventh and 
final inn of this association, is again in 
the University District, prime location 
for many sights, great food, and fun 
times. This 1909 Tudor-style hotel is 
on the National Register of Historic 
Places and offers 27 guest rooms with 
a sitting and breakfast room in the at-
tic. 
Following a truly European style of 
accommodation, each floor of rooms 
shares one extended bathroom facili-
ty. In the sitting room, guests will find 
a continuous supply of fresh coffee to 
accompany reading or perhaps play-
ing the grand piano. Owner Gladys 
Fred has done a great deal to preserve 
the historic quality of this inn with 
fine antiques furnishing each of its 
MOMS. 
Seattle has an incredibly diverse 
choice of attractions to offer the 
visitor, for whatever reason they are 
in Seattle. The members of Seattle's 
Bed and Breakfast Inn Association go 
very much out of their way to make 
each guest's stay as pleasant and 
relaxing as possible, an experience 
that will not be soon forgotten. 
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Thursday 
Honors Film Series presents Grapes of Wrath, the movie based on John 
Steinbeck's novel about a displaced farming family in the Depression. 
Showtime is 7:00 in McIntyre 006 Free 
Tacoma Area Spring Gallery and Museum Tour. The tour features 21 
stops in Tacoma and Gig Harbor, and aims to increase the public's 
awareness of the variety of visual arts in the community. The UPS Law 
School will be exhibiting The Co/lector, a collection of stone lithographs by 
John Doyle depicting man and his laws. 591-5191 for more information. . 
Friday 
The Pantages Theatre presents Shakespeare's comedy As You Like It with 
John Houseman ("We make money the old-fashioned way, we earn it!") as 
Producing Artistic Director of the Acting Company. $4.00 for any remaining 
seats will be available on Friday For information and ticket reservations, 
all 591-5894. 
SPRING BREAM!!! See you in April. 
Thursday after Spring Break 
Kittredge Gallery opens the Computers and the Creative Process exhibi-
tion from 2-4 p.m. Free Refreshments served. 
, 
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Parents coming? 
	  
Use coming events to your advantage  
By Wendy Culvenvell 
The weekend of April 26 and 27 
may not be looming on the im-
mediate horizon, but it will be here 
soon enough, and bringing with it 
hordes of moms, dads, siblings, and 
station wagons. 
This can mean only one thing of 
course, Parents Weekend and all the 
accompanying activities that go 
along with it 
This year's festivities, conveniently 
scheduled to impress the homefront, 
include the third annual Carnival on 
the Lawn (sponsored in part by the 
friendly folks on The Trail), Hui-0- 
Hawaii's Luau extravaganza, the 
opening of the Senior Art Exhibition 
in Kittredge Gallery, numerous 
athletic endeavors, and certainly Phil 
and Gwen will throw a reception for 
all those tuition-fearing check writers. 
Backing up a bit, the Carnival on 
the Lawn will 'happen' on Sunday the 
27th. The Carnival showcases a slice 
of talent from each of the Music, Art, 
and Drama Departments. 
Musical participants include the 
Wind Ensemble and the UPS student 
choral group, Sunbreak. 
Drama students will roam Karlen 
Quad (in front of the Music Building) 
presenting various skits. 
The Art Department will sponsor 
its annual pot sale, as well as the 
aforementioned Art Major Exhibit. 
Carnival organizers encourage 
groups to participate in the event by  
creating a theme food booth. For the 
$10 participation fee (defrays the cost 
of the food permit), organizations get 
exposure and the opportunity to 
make a few bucks as well. 
Food is to be sold on a specific 
theme basis—Scandinavian breads, 
French pastries, Mexican jumping 
beans and the like. 
If you think you're interested, con-
tact Laura Leigh McCann in the Arts 
Coordinators Office by March 21. 
A small reminder, this is a family-
oriented, arts-centered celebration 
and there will be no electricity, so  
plan accordingly! 
Meanwhile, the Luau is shaping 
once again into the highlight of the 
Spring semester social calendar. The 
event is organized and sponsored by 
Hui-O-Hawaii, an ASUPS organization 
comprised of students from Hawaii or 
just interested in Hawaiian culture. 
"It's our way of sharing Hawaii with 
the community here," said Yumi 
Kawaju, Hui-O-Hawaii president. 
The menu this year will include 
(among other things) poi, Kalua pig, 
lomi salmon, rice, and pineapple  
juice. 	 The accompanying show 
features ancient, traditional, and 
modern hula dancing. 
Students unfamiliar with the Luau, 
consider yourselves warned, this is a 
popular event. Procure tickets for 
yourself and your parents ahead of 
time. Prices vary, so call Alison Look 
at 756-4408 for information. 
This could be just what it takes to 
convince the handlers of the pursestr-
ings that you HAVE to go to Hawaii 
this year! 
The Senior Art Exhibition is the an-
nual show put on by the Art Depart-
ment to showcase the works of their 
seniors 
Ten majors display their best work—
including paintings, prints, sculpture, 
and ceramics Come congratulate 
your fellow students as they make the 
transition from Student 
Gallery/Lounge to headliners in the 
Main Gallery. 
If you are a regular patron of open-
ing receptions, note that the recep-
tion for this exhibit will be on Friday, 
April 25 from 6 pm to 8 pm instead of 
the usual Sunday time. 
If your parents have already an-
nounced (as mine have) that they in-
tend to show up for the weekend, 
don't panic. 
This is just a taste of what is going 
on. If they are content at the end of 
the day, who knows what you can get 
them to part with! 
OC)00 
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Pretty' stays 
pink 
By Katie de Gutes 
John Hughes has written and 
directed yet another box office hit, 
Pretty In Pink, featuring Molly 
Ringwald and Andrew McCarthy. 
The film dramatizes the age-old 
rich-poor dicotomy, perhaps more 
poignantly than other films because 
Hughes sets the film in an Illinois high 
school; a place where conformity 
counts and dressing right is 
everything. 
Andie (Molly Ringwald) is from the 
wrong side of the tracks, and Hughes 
makes sure the audience knows it. In 
an early morning shot, Andie's 
depressed but quiet neighborhood is 
shown being rudely awakened by a 
train that plows through 
Blain (Andrew McCarthy) is the 
BMW-driving, Nordstrom's-tailored 
boy from the other side of town 
(' He's a richy, Daddy," says Andie). 
The two fall in love, and therein lies 
the rub. 
While Pretty In Pink could have 
been just another Cinderella story, 
the film shows real integrity, true to 
Hughes style. 
Andie and Blain have to deal with 
pressure from their friends: "You 
shouldn't be allowed to invite just 
anybody," quips one of Blain's 
friends, when he brings Andie to a 
party. 
"They shit all over us!" screams 
Duckie, Andie's confidant and unre-
quited lover. "He's going to use you  
and throw you away. God! 1 would 
have died for your love!" 
The two must also face their own 
misconceptions about each other 
"Do you want to change?" Blain 
asks, when he picks up Andie from 
work for their first date. 
"I did," says Andie. Blain grim-
maces. 
An outstanding performance is 
turned in by James Spader, as 
Duckie, a boy who refuses to be in-
timidated into conformity ("I am 
now, and will always remain, a Duck 
Man."). Duckie's ideas about love are 
interspersed throughout the film ("If I 
like a girl, really like her, I'll ride my 
bike by her house — sometimes a hun-
dred times a day. .1 never stop. I'm 
kind of a drive by guy.") and con-
tinually keep the audience laughing. 
Annie Potts, as lona, also deserves 
to be commended. Iona is Andie's 
fairy Godmother of sorts, even loan-
ing Andie her dress for prom. 
lona's record-shop psychology pro-
ves to be not only humorous, but also 
profound: "Either it's all the drugs I 
took in the 60's," says lona, "or else 
this time I am really in love...Oh why 
can't we start old and grow young?" 
Hughes seems to be right on the 
mark this time, with full character 
development, good acting, good 
dialogue, and good music (Finally 
some major exposure for the 
Psychadelic Furs!). For a humorous 
film that doesn't sacrifice integrity for 
laughs, go see Pretty In Pink. 
Dave Harlan 
Tennis teams battle on 
despite coaching swap 
Swimmers set school 
and personal bests 
The University of Puget Sound sent six men and women to the NCAA Divi-
sion ll National Swimming Championships last week in Orlando, Florida 
The Puget Sound men captured 9th place out of 38 schools while the two-
swimmer women's team finished 18th out of 28 schools. 
Coach Don Duncan's swimmers took advantage of the competition to 
swim very well, setting personal and school records along the way. Sarah 
Rudolph, a senior from Tacoma, finished in second place in the 500 
freestyle in a time of 4:55.53, a second in the 1650 freestyle in 17:01.84 and 
third in the 200 free in a time of 1:52.45. Rudolph ends her outstanding 
record-setting career at Puget Sound with three additional All-America 
honors in those events. 
Ted Bibbes, a senior from San Mateo, California, also garnered All-
America status by finishing sixth in the 100 backstroke in a time of 52.84. 
Bibbes also competed in the 200 free finishing 12th in 1:41.78 and in the 200 
backstroke capturing 10th place in a time of 1:55.57. 
David Haynes, a junior from Hoquiam, Washington, took All-America 
honors in the 200 butterfly with a sixth place finish in 1:51.41 and in the 100 
butterfly with a sixth place performance of 50.77. 
J.J. Galster, a sophomore from Seattle, took advantage of her trip to the 
national meet by finishing fourth in the 100 breaststroke in 1:06.51. Galster's 
mark is a new Puget Sound school record. 
The Puget Sound men's 800 freestyle relay finished in sixth place in a 
school record time of 6:52.87 behind outstanding performances by all swim-
mers. The split times in the relay included: Haynes 1:43.11, Daryl Ehrenheim 
1:44.86, Bill Schrader 1:43.61 and Bibbes 1:41.29, the second fastest UPS 200 
ever. 
The men's 400 medley relay of Bibbes, John Winkler, Haynes, and 
Schrader finished seventh in a time of 3:29.22. 
Rick Watson, a junior from Olympia, Washington, turned in a 10th place 
performance of 50.90. 
The 1986 Championships were somewhat different from those held in the 
past, according to Coach Duncan. 
"This was the smallest Division II meet ever because of the stiff qualify-
ing standards. We had approximately 1/2 the competitors that we usually do 
so the meet did not have the big meet atmosphere of the past. There were 
some great times set because of the times they had to swim to qualify," he 
said. "Almost all of our swimmers had personal best times in the meet and I 
felt we swam very well," said Duncan. 
SPORTS IN BRIEF  
SPORTS 	  
Women's Softball 
Practice makes for experience 
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By Melisse Swartwood 
This years girls' softball team is 
looking foward to a good season, ac-
cording to coach Robin Hamilton 
This team is made up of a good com-
bination of very experienced older 
players, and talented new players. 
"The veterans are really helping 
the freshmen. It's neat to see. 
There's a really good mixture," said 
Hamilton. 
So far the team has been com-
peting in practice games with various 
community colleges in the area. 
Explained Hamilton, "We've just 
been scrimmaging for experience. 
Dave Harlan 
The team looks pretty good." 
"The pitching section is particular-
ly strong," said Hamilton. "Michelle 
Miles is a real asset. She's a returning 
player and considered among the 
best pitchers in the bi-district. Erin 
Cassidy is also playing strongly early 
in the season." 
"She's working hard and Erin's real-
ly come a long way," said Hamilton. 
"She's left handed, which is neat. 
With right-handed Michelle, we have 
one of each." 
Also playing a strong game early on 
is Amy Roetschlee. 
Said Hamilton, "She's playing first 
base and she's really doing a great job 
for us." 
Catcher Cathy Boron is a key 
player. 
"Cathy really keeps the team 
together. 	 She's enthusiastic and 
spirited. 	 She is a really important 
player, not just because of her play-
ing skills," said Hamilton. 
On April 2 the softball team faces 
its first official game, at PLU. The 
team faces a season of 24 games. A 
good time to see some softball action 
will be the weekend of April 17,18 
and 19 when the team will play 3 
home field double headers, against 
Willamet, Western Oregon, and 
Oregon Tech. The softball team 
plays its home games at Peck Field 
which is at South 15th and Sprague. 
By Rob Laverty 
The UPS Athletic Director, Richard 
Ulrich, startled both the men's and 
women's squads, roughly two weeks 
ago, by quitely assembling them in 
the field house and announcing the 
dismissal of head coach Dawn 
Bowman. Ulrich was unavailable for 
comment on the coaching shuffle. 
Replacing Bowman is John Ham-
mermeister, the new coach of the 
UPS tennis teams. The move "came 
as a shock" to some players, but has 
not effected the team's level of play. 
Both teams have done well thus far 
in the season. The women's team has 
lost only one close match all season. 
The PLU team managed to squeeze 
by the Logger women 5-4. 
Led by junior Sharon Crowsen, 
sophomore Anne-Marie Martin, and 
junior Mimi Dega, the women con- 
Coach Brad Cheney's club took 
two games Saturday from Pierce Col-
lege (Ft. Steilacoom) 5-4 and 18-2. 
The Loggers are now 3-5 overall this 
season. In the second game of the 
doubleheader the Loggers got their 
bats working with 16 hits, 10 of which 
were extra base hits. 
"Out hitting is improving but we 
have to cut down on the errors in 
order to be successful," he said 
This week the Loggers will take on 
Pacific Lutheran today at 2:20 pm in 
Parkland. Coach Cheney expects the 
UPS squad will have to play well 
defensively to be competitive with 
the Lutes. Coach Cheney's squad will 
take to the road this weekend with 
games scheduled for Saturday against 
Whitman College and continuing on 
for contests with Northwestern 
Nazarene College of Nampa, Idaho 
on Monday and Tuesday of next 
week.  
tinue to dominate their opponents. 
Their next match will be played at 
Washington State in a coed match on 
April 4. Their next home appearance 
will be at an invitational to be held on 
April 25th and 26th. 
Acciompanying the women on their 
trip tig WSU will be the 2-2 men's 
team. Led by senior Timm Beak, 
recently back from a leg injury, senior 
Todd O'Tooles, and Dave Haas, a 
junior transfer from UW, the men re-
main tough contenders in spite of 
their tough schedule. 
The team has adapted well to the 
change in their coaching staff. Ham-
mermeister worked with both teams 
early in the season That has un-
doubtedly aided the transition that 
the team is now faced with Hopeful-
ly, the Loggers will adapt well to their 
new coach, and remain tough op-
ponents for the remainder of the 
season. 
"We are startng into an important 
part of our season where it is impor-
tant to do well against all of our NAIA 
opponents. 
Mignon Coug un 
Brian Meyers 
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News Tribune 
ARE YOU READY 
FOR 
THEATRESPORTS? 
It's at TACOMA ACTORS 
GUILD 
10 p.m. every Saturday in 
March 
It's a cross between theatre & sports! 
It's movement, music & visual humor! 
It's spontaneous improvisation! 
It's brand new to Tacoma! 
It's zany and fun! 
ADMISSION IS ONLY $3.50 
CALL 272-2145 or 272-3107 
Don't Milli THEATRESPORTS WORKSHOPS every Monday! 
7 9 p.m. at TAG 
Participation is a mete 112.00 
10% discount with I.D. card 
(does not apply to specials) 
Appointments not always necessary 
We're close! 
3401 6th Ave - in the Mustard Seed Village 
(Behind the UPS Fieldhooe) 
Ups 
Warner St 
THE MUSTARD SEED VILLAGE 
Cuts $9.90/$10.80 
regularly $111512 
Mon-Thurs - 9am-8pm 
Friday 	 - 9am-6pm 
Saturday 	 - 8am-4pm 
759-1479 
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By Chris Walsh 
Hey seniors, remember the chaos 
that swept over the campus in the 
Spring of 1983? Remember students 
walking all over campus with their 
heads on a swivel and right hands 
awkwardly concealed inside their 
jacket pockets? Remembr strange 
people waiting outside your 
classrooms with water spots on their 
jacket or pant pockets? Well, it's all 
going to happen again as soon as we 
get back from Spring break. 
For the sake of the students who 
were not members of the "UPS com-
munity" way back then, let me just re-
mind everyone of the cause of all this 
excitement. The Alpha Kappa Psi 
business fraternity organized an 
assassin game called KAOS, named 
after Maxwell Smart's arch-enemy 
organization. 
Remember Max Smart? Agent 99? 
Oh well. Anyway, the Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon fraternity is organizing 
another KAOS game this Spring. For 
added incentive, they have secured 
Brian Meyers 
Pizza Answer to sponsor the game 
with prizes for the top three finishers. 
The first place finisher will receive 
a "party pizza feed," consisting of a 
dozen large pizzas. Second and third 
place finishers will also receive pizza 
prizes. SAE is expecting about 500 
participants for the event. 
However, the game is somewhat 
objectionable to some--namely 
librarians, administrators and some 
professors. The concerns center 
around the obsessiveness that the 
game sometimes provokes, and the 
havoc it sometimes creates when 
"assassinations" are attempted in the 
library or classrooms. 
The game itself consists of a large 
number of players who each have to 
submit a "spy file." This folder con-
tains a picture of the player that will 
be taken by SAE during the sign-up 
period as well as some relevant infor-
mation about the players such as ad-
dresses, aliases, hobbies and bad 
habits. 
Each player will then receive a file 
of an opponent who becomes his 
target for assassination. Each player 
also receives an official squirt gun 
which will be the only legal weapons 
allowed for assassinating. Thus, every 
player will have a target, and will also 
be a target for another spy in a 
vicious circle of fun. 
Upon a successful assassination, 
you receive the eliminated partici-
pant's target so the chain of targets 
can be maintained. The lone survivor 
wins. Easy enough, right? 
Well, actually, there are a few 
more rules that SAE will provide dur-
ing sign-ups. Overall, the game is fair-
ly simple and a blast to play. Take the 
advice of a seasoned KAOS veteran 
like myself and sign-up to play after 
Spring break. You won't regret it. 
Just don't make the mistake I did 
the first time and get shot in the back 
by some girl who was hiding in her 
boyfriend's closet while I was ques-
tioning him about her whereabouts. 
That was a rookie mistake that I hope 
you all can avoid. 
KAOS to blast campus 
Track and Field 
A number of Puget Sound athletes turned in top performances at the UPS 
Invite. 
Michal Miller, a sophomore from Santa Clara, California, set a school 
record in the women's high jump with a leap of 5' 61/2" while capturing first-
place in the event. Freshman Kristen Steiner, from Kent, Washington, cap-
tured second-place in the women's triple jump with a mark of 32' 3" which 
also established a new school record. 
The meet was of a very high quality with 15 meet records being set during 
the course of the day. UPS's Heather Sullivan set a new meet mark in winn-
ing the women's 1500 meters in a time of 4:41.94. 
Top performances for the men included Mike Oliphant finishing second 
in the 100 meter dash in a time of 10.79, Paul Hospenthal's second place 
showing in the 400 meters in a time of 49.57 and Oliphant's third place 
(22.26) in the 200 meter dash. 
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Editor's corner 
Reagan's policy speeds democratization 
6 
By Michael Amend 
I hate to admit it, but as a registered Republican, I guess it's okay. I am 
starting to like and agree with President Reagan's foreign policy. 
The recent revolutions in the Philippines and Haiti only speak of Reagan's 
most recent triumphs in democratizing the world. 
Whether by luck, accident or design (probably some combination 
thereof), that is exactly what Reagan has done in the past five years. Slowly 
but surely, more and more countries are becoming democratic. 
According to a recent U.S. News and World Report article, eight nations 
in Latin America have gone democratic in the past four years, with Brazil 
and Argentina being the most prominent. 
The U.S. role in ousting Ferdinand Marcos and "Baby Doc" Duvalier has 
signaled other right-wing U.S. allies that nothing is guaranteed. 
President Chun Doo Huan of Korea called the Philippines "a lesson for 
us 
Back to Latin America, the Reagan administration has openly endorsed a 
democratic alternate to General Pinochet in Chile by having the American  
ambassador appear in an opposition rally. 
For the most part, democratization has been peaceful, and has only in-
volved direct U.S. military forces once (remember Grenada?). 
As a long-standing Jeffersonian and Wilsonian, I believe the primary in-
tent behind America's foreign policy should be to promote democracy 
wherever and whenever. 
This policy saw its greatest triumph after World War II with the installa-
tion of democratic governments in Japan, Germany, Italy, and Austria 
After that, however, we have tended to confuse pro-democracy with anti-
Communism. More often than not, left-wing governments have been 
replaced by right-wing governments—some choice. 
Reagan still is confused occasionally, hence "freedom fighters" in 
Nicaragua that are about as democratic as Stalin. 
The trend, however, is still there. Steady democratization of the world—
this should be the role and soul of American foreign policy and Reagan has 
been the first to accomplish it in a long time. 
You have to give credit where credit is due. 
Guest columist 
        
    
Damaged Goods Scott Bateman 
Cotterell strikes 
jealousy in swimmers 
 
2 
By Dexter Van Zile 
Achievement is terribly subjective. 
This becomes very clear when one 
reads the responses to the Trail's arti-
cle on Terrell Cotterell, the freshman 
swimmer, who in the words of one 
anonymous writer, is "some hotshot 
freshman who hasn't proven anything 
yet." 
This anonymous writer implicitly 
gave his or her narrow definition of 
achievement when they described the 
other more deserving swimmers as 
having higher grade points and faster 
times than "Cotterell [who] is a 
freshman with [a] low gradepoint 
average and the last on the list of the 
UPS butterfliers,..." 
While good grades, fast swimming 
times, and competition abroad are ex-
amples of success, they are not the 
only examples that are worthy to be 
described in the Trail. 
By Dexter Van Zile 
Darin Gearhart has finished playing 
his last year as point guard for the 
UPS Loggers Basketball team and 
represented the university very well 
in that capacity. His demeanor off 
the court was, and is, a good example 
of one befitting a scholar athlete at a 
liberal arts institution. 
Gearhart, like any other collegiate 
athlete, deserves support and en-
courgement from all parts of the 
university community. 
Unfortunately, I have learned from 
Gearhart that there was one segment 
of the university which harassed and 
acted in a verbally abusive manner 
towards him this past season. 
The members of Beta Theta Pi 
fraternity, who attend many basket-
ball games, are known for their 
boisterous support of the Loggers, 
and more specifically, their loud 
cheers in support of the players from 
their honorable brotherhood. 
Might it be that the Trail has a duty 
to write of success in areas outside 
the mental boundaries of WASP/Yup-
pie orthodoxy by describing the ef-
forts of an individual starting on his 
own path to success? Yes. 
What some people do not seem to 
understand is that someone's efforts 
to get to the top are just as important 
as someone's final achievement of 
their goal. 
I feel a tremendous sympathy for 
an individual whose teammates write 
letters comparing him in a negative 
light to other more experienced stu-
dent athletes. Cotterell's only fault is 
that he was written about in the Trail 
while other students were not 
Terrell Cotterell has a challenge 
before him. I hope that he rises to the 
challenge presented by his team-
mates and works to beat them in com-
petition in the future. I think he is 
somehow up to it, judging from the 
jealous fear exhibited by his team-
mates in their responses. 
It is surprising to learn that they 
harrassed Gearhart last season 
because they would rather watch a 
member of their own fraternity play 
in the position normally played by 
him. 
It is distressing to see a fraternity, 
which has many members involved in 
athletics, who should understand the 
dynamics of team play, allow in-
dividuals in their fraternity to harass 
someone wearing the university's col-
ors in athletic competition. 
Beta Theta Pi has done a tremen-
dous amount to benefit the universi-
ty. This is an undeniable fact. Their 
level of involvement on campus is 
high and characterized by a tremen-
dous diversity. ASUPS senators and 
executives, athletic involvement, 
philanthropic activities such as the 
Teeter-Totter-a-thon are just a few ex-
amples of the diversity of their com-
mitment to the university. 
Let's hope their future involvement 
will be characterized by cooperation 
and commitment to campus unity. 
Betas harass Gearhart 
blemishing reputation 
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Letters to the Editor 
Smile Loggers 
UPS recluses need to lighten up and have fun 
It seems that the people on your 
staff are discouraged by UPS student 
apathy. For good reason: when has 
the whole campus rallied around 
something? Anything? 
Sure, there are a good number of 
;ndividuals who are very active, and 
consequently are in the news. Yet 
UPS nearly has 3,000 students—what 
do all these people do with 
themselves? And why are they so 
reclusive? 
I shouldn't talk, since I'm in no way 
'active" on campus. I go to class, 
horse around with my friends, and 
play lacrosse. I belong to a sorority, 
but I live off campus. Yet I basically 
know what's happening on campus. 
Last week, I blew off my studies to 
attend the Asian Week lectures, and 
read newspapers instead of partying 
of Friday night. I may not be Joe Col- 
You ask what UPS students do. 
Well, I can give you lots of examples 
from three different aspects of col-
lege living, all of which are from my 
own personal experience. I have 
been at UPS a long time!! I just want 
you to know that students are very ac-
tive whether you see them or not. We 
are not just a bunch of dead beats 
around here!! First, I want you to see 
what life as an independent, living in 
the residence halls, is like. Then I will 
go on to greek life and off-campus 
life, adding in those things which are 
different from the first. 
Independent Life in the Halls. 
Weekdays: Study; committee 
meetings; club meetings; staff 
meetings; munchie runs; ad-
ministrative paperwork (RA time!), 
work; watch M*A*S*H, Hill Street 
St. Elsewhere, Days of Our 
Lives, etc.; play intramural Athletics; 
work out; order late night pizza; read 
the Trail; yell at people to be quiet 
after quiet hours; talk in the hallways 
with friends; write strange things on 
friend's boards. 
Weekends: Study (Sunday nights 
especially hard), do laundry, clean 
room, campus movie, dances, parties 
- usually in the hall somewhere, watch 
TV, stereo wars, sports, mud football, 
football- frisbee- bowling- butt walks-
wall climbing- in the residence hall 
hallways, dinner parties, go home 
(rarely), road trips, play games (e.g. 
Monopoly, cribbage, cards), play 
practical jokes on each other (only 
harmless ones so that people did not 
get upset), water fights, take care of 
roommates after parties, sleep (unless 
on RA duty), write letters, write more 
communication reports and get more 
grey hairs, work, volunteer work, too. 
Greek Life. 
Weekdays: Chapter meetings, ex-
ec. meetings, committee meetings,  
lege Activist, but I generally care 
about what happens here at UPS. 
What about others? My friends are 
much like I a m-- 
preppy/yuppie/outspoken/"real" 
music fans/nonconservative/"Iive col-
lege like you mean it" people. We 
have no qualms about shouting 
across the quads or doing something 
a little out of the ordinary, but I can't 
tell you how many times we've gotten 
funny looks from those around us. 
Do these people get offended that 
we aren't recluses, too? 
My biggest peeve (besides the ac-
tions of the seemingly anti-fun 
Phibbs) is that most people don't 
SMILE at one another. Moreover, 
they don't even LOOK at each other. 
I try, but too often people pass me, 
looking at the ground, or worse, 
straight past me. 
dinners together in the sub or on 
Union Avenue with a fraternity, study 
tables. 
Weekends: 	 Functions, special 
dances, sisterhoods, service projects, 
spend time with the house, in general 
we are naturally a closer knit group 
than independent students - but we 
enjoy the same stuff as everyone else 
- so let's not stereotype, go shopping 
for outrageous function garb. 
Off Campus Life. 
Weekdays: Cook, do dishes, clean 
house and other domestic type stuff 
(takes forever sometimes), manage 
bills, work out more, stay home more, 
laundry more often, talk on the phone 
more, food shopping, order pizza as a 
meal, eat more popcorn, drink more 
Diet Coke and coffee, play with our 
cat and watch the fish, be myself 
more, be weird, talk to roommate a 
lot, hang out in the SUB more, more 
aware of the community and world 
happenings (a definite biggie!), carry 
a heavier backpack, be prepared for 
all types of weather (you can't simply 
run back to the res. hall anymore), use 
the library more, ride bicycle much 
more and walk a lot, be healthier. 
Weekends: Relax "quietly" at 
home, go visit friends, have friends 
over, campus and off-campus movies, 
rent videos, more non-campus ac-
tivities (dinners, plays, bars, parks, 
etc), go to campus cultural events. 
This is just a smattering of the 
types of things students do. UPS 
students have lots of fun and I think 
we enjoy life here. (However the all-
night study sessions are not my 
favorite). Granted, the students here 
have to study more than the state 
school crowd, but we are getting an 
excellent education here. 
And we don't just study hard, we 
play hard, too! 
Name withheld by request 
Am I too weird or offensive or 
something? 
A lot of the people I saw at the lec-
tures last week I'd never seen on cam-
pus before; a friend and I used to joke 
that these guys lived in the library 
(read: alternative dorm). 
But do they really? It looks that 
way in some of the carrels! 
It's great to see that some students 
are really active; we all know who 
they are, so I don't need to mention 
them. Yet there are so few of them! 
I know that, for many students, on-
or off-campus jobs are a mandatory 
part of college life. I also know that 
not every single UPS student wants to 
be involved in everything that hap-
pens here. 
We all do our little activities, 
though, either personally or in a 
group, but we seem to be so secretive 
This is in response to the letters, 
written by an anonymous RA in 
Anderson/Langdon in last week's edi-
tion of the Trail. First, we are con-
cerned about the attitude that the 
anonymous R.A. holds toward our 
campus, which is the one she 
represents. 
At a University of this caliber, there 
is nothing "disgusting" about study-
ing on a weekend night. Similarly, the 
R.A. inplied they "even" lowered 
themselves to see a campus film. 
Campus films are good, cheap enter-
tainment, especially for students with 
no transportation. 
Next, if all students think that 
ASUPS dances are poorly attended, 
and fail to take the risk of going to 
them, it is no wonder that they are. 
Also, we are quite disturbed at the 
R.A.'s notion that the "freshmen are 
particularly obsessed with alcohol." 
The absurdity of this opinion speaks 
for itself. 
So sorry to make you wait on your 
survey of UPS students' weekend ac-
tivities. Perhaps the lack of response 
among my fellow students is an in-
d'r:ation that their social calendars 
are so full that they have no time to 
jot down their activities. Perhaps not. 
As for myself, I spend about every 
third weekend avoiding Tacoma and 
UPS altogether. The glamor of Seat-
tle holds too much allure and I 
gleefully forget all classroom related 
activities while I blow the rest of the 
month's food money on espresso and 
funny looking shoes. 
My weekends in Tacoma are spent 
in fasting and intense concentrations 
of my textbooks. For about a half an 
hour on Sunday that is. Sleeping, 
thinking about studying and a half  
about them. Why not blatantly do 
them in public—go to the quads, do 
the crazy things college kids are "sup-
posed" to do, like all those retarded 
movies we used to watch. 
I guess the admissions office would 
love it: "look at how much fun UPS 
students have, applicants!" Ok, so 
they probably wouldn't approve of 
some things, but at least don't hiber-
nate somewhere. 
I fear for those recluses. What hap-
pens to them later in life, after 
they've established the bases for their 
education for a lifetime? Will these 
people hide out in their homes, do 
they become closet fun people? 
How lonely—the rest of us will 
never see your humour, your smile, or 
worst of all, your face. 
Gretchen Pr Aar 
This brings us to the second letter. 
We, as residents of A/L, question the 
R.A.'s sampling of residents since we 
four, living in different area of A/L, 
were never contacted. The major em-
phasis of the responses were on drink-
ing and "going" somewhere. 
If there were more social activities 
available for the residents, maybe 
fewer people would be forced to 
leave campus in search of entertain-
ment. We feel it is one of the func-
tions of the R.A. staff to motivate the 
residents to partake in hall activities. 
But, in the absence of activities, 
motivation is last, seeing how our last 
hall meeting was before Christmas. 
In light of this social calendar, is it 
any wonder the responses elicited 
were centered around drinking and 
getting away? 
We greatly respect our R.A. staff, 
but feel they should be written-up 
and deserve a non-communication 
report. 
Jeff McDowell, Roger Brown, Chris 
Miller, and Ian McCrystal 
hour of the Young Ones on MTV take 
care of most of my other hours, plus 
or minus one or two for pursuit of ex-
citement in Tacoma. When the Cam-
pus Film is good this is a success, 
elsewise more time to sleep. 
Thank you for this opportunity to 
analyze my weekend schedule. I wish 
you much luck in your pursuit of the 
"standard" UPS weekend and may 
your editorial judgement remain as 
ever consistent, secure, and correct. 
Catherine Trapp 
P.S. Perhaps another added Tacoma 
attraction will be the Todd Quad 
Mud Wrestling Arena. I eagerly await 
news of its completion date? 
Pro-student analyzes 
weekend life at UPS 
A/L residents 
question RA 
Seattle glamor allures 
Logger coed from UPS 
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Arches denies charges 	 Jealous swimmers 
by its story 
Regarding the March 13 letter to the editor from Mr. Getz: Arches stands 
Gregory Brewis backstab Cotterell 
I was utterly shocked to see swim- 	 Stating that Terrell hasn't proven 
mers cutting down Terrell Cotterell 	 anything is a lie. I can understand the 
because he received recognition in 
	 jealousy of the person who wrote 
the Trail. I believe that teammates 	 that, but I'm sure that person should 
should support each other and not 	 keep his or her jealousy under con- 
allow jealousy to over-rule team 	 trol. 
They asked us for our vote because 	 fellowship. 	 The accusation that Terrell main- 
they were independent There was no 	 Yes, it is true that the outstanding 	 tains a friendship with Melisse Swart- 
mention of past experience or even 	 seniors should be recognised but it 1, 	 wood simply to "get his name in the 
personal qualities that would give me 	 also true that up-and-coming athletes 	 paper" is a vicious falsehood. I know 
sound reasons to vote for these can- 	 deserve attention. 	 that Terrell does not pretend to be 
didates. 
	
Furthermore, who's to say that the 	 friends with one for such a ba.,..e 
	
Tell me, did I simply read over the 	 Trail will not publish other articles 	 reason. He is an honest person and 
articles too quickly? 	 about the outstanding swimmers who 	 openly lets people know what he 
	
We do not elect our state senators 	 went to NCAA nationals when the', 	 thinks of them 
on the basis of their hometown, 	 return? I saw no indication in Miss 	 After observing such back- 
neither should we base our prime 	 Swartwood's article that it was to be 	 stabbing, I am glad that I'm not on 
means of contributing to student 	 the only one to be written about the 	 the swimteam anymore. 
government 
 
 as a collective on where 	 swimteam. 	 Russell Whipple 
each candidate resides 
senator will be committed 'Unintelligent jerk'  	 Hopefully 
enough to the position to separate it 
rather see
private life. 
1 2 com
I
m
would  
itted mars Asia• week from her/his  
"individuals" on the Senate than six 	 As a politics and government major 
	 abusive comment toward one of the 
independents and six greeks (or any 	 who is also interested in Asian 	 professors instrumental in bringing 
other fixed combination) who were 	 Studies. I found last week's Far East 	 Dr Wang to UPS 
elected primarily on the basis of their 	 Symposium a terrific opportunity to 	 The question foremost in my mind 
respective living affiliations, 	 enlighten myself on the cir 
	 is why does this unintelligent jerk 
	
We need qualified leaders, not 	 cumstances and developments occur- 
	 think he has the right to be blatantly 
token delegates. The individuals on 	 ring in Asia's varied political systems 
	
rude to another individual (a pro- 
Senate and their performance as "at- 	 I am appreciative not only to all of 
	 fessor, no less) who was simply trying 
large" representatives give the Senate 	 the teatured speakers, but also to the 	 to enhance an open forum with her 
the credibility it is due 	 efforts of all those people involved in 
	 many years of experience and wide 
	
Remember the old adage—"A chain 	 arranging for these speakers 
	
base of knowledge. 
is only as strong as its weakest link"? 	 Unfortunately, the actions of one 	 I hope that no one ever thinks this 
Obviously not, 	 student marred the otherwise 
	
student represents UPS students in 
delightful finale to the week. The in- 
	 general. 
	
Name withheld by request 	 cident I speak of occurred during Dr 	 Disgusted and appalled are the 
Wang Bingzhang's lecture Friday 	 best words ! can use to describe the 
Women provide 	 evening 	 reaction brought on by one rude, One student, whom I shall not 	 selfish and insensitive student, 
name as he knows who he is, took it 
words of wisdom 	 upon himself to hurl an insulting and 	 Erin HineY Thayer misrepresents 
frat's situation 
I would like to direct the following 	 I don't know where you came up 
comments to Mr. Chris Thayer, who 	 with that fact, but it certainly 
wrote the article last week concern- 	 wasn't from consulting us. Chris, I'm 
ing changes in the alcohol policy here 	 sorry we don't call you every time we 
at UPS 	 do something over here, but in the 
future, when conducting a thorough 
investigation of the facts for your 
Chris, I found your article to be 
	
stories, I would like to suggest that 
very interesting, especially where you 
	
you go to the responsible source for 
wrote, "the Sigma Chi's.. and Beta 
	
your information 
Theta Pi...find themselves in similar 
	
By doing so, you will reduce your 
predicaments, but as of yet have 
	
chances of producing libelous 
taken no action." On behalf of Sigma 
	
statements And anyway, isn't that 
Chi, let me just say that your state- 
	
what good journalism is all about? 
ment was a misrepresentation of the 
	
Kevin R. Millison, President 
truth. 	 Sigma Chi Fraternit\ 
No support given to non- 
traditional students 
What I do on my weekends is my 	 But, perhaps I am the only such 
business. And, I did write to you a 
	 female on this campus. I certainly 
couple of times and my voice certain- 	 haven't discovered any others. Not 
ly wasn't heard. 
	 even at a SPURS meeting where no 
I was deeply offended by the at- 
	 one showed up but me 
tack on non-traditional students for 
	 I'm glad that a support group exists 
not being in Senate. The attack ig- 
	 for GAY persons, but no such support 
noted the reality that such students 
	 exists on campus for persons who 
work, commute, and parent. 	 come from the subculture that I was 
Sue Yowell (Assistant Dean of 	 born into of poverty and abuse. In 
Students) doesn't even know what the 	 fact, discrimination is what they offer 
issues are for low-income, single- 
	 me. 
parent females who attend college 	 The counseling center might be 
and work. I know. I talked to her 	 great for homosexuak but for me it 
vainly and she doesn't know what 	 stinks. 
reality is for such women. 	 Name withheld by request 
Fditor , Arches 
Qualified senators better 
than restructured Senate 
In regard to your (the editor's) 
views expressed in an article a few 
weeks ago on the need to reconstruct 
our student Senate, I beg to differ—
not on the issue of the need for a 
more equitable representation from 
all facets of the student population 
(this indeed is a present weakness in 
the system), but on the underlying 
statement that we should be electing 
our - at-large" representatives based 
on their living status. 
It is essential that we elect in-
dividuals because of their personal 
qualifications. Much of the debility 
witnessed in the Senate this past year 
was rooted in the individual senators' 
failures to fulfill their basic obliga-
tions (i.e. liaison responsibilities). 
•  We need senators who will "in-
dividually" fill the bill. If we elect 
competent individuals, the group 
they form will be all the more 
capable because of the combined et 
fort that such a group facilitates. 
Just as an individual should not be 
elected because of their greek affilia-
tion, they should not be representing 
"us" (used loosery, as it should be 
because of their independent status 
Two of the Senate candidates' sum-
maries printed in the Trail several 
weeks ago boasted such a position 
With sincere empathy for you in your position of being rudely and pain-
fully ignored, I am responding to your question; "What do students do on 
weekends?" 
One particular weekend I read and savored quotes spoken by women 
who we may never hear about in our lifetime and, yet, they have profound 
words to share with the world as a result of their life experience. Raised 
from a colorful array of cultural, economic, social and political 
backgrounds, these contemporary Washington women are currently involv-
ed in a variety of careers and life styles. 
Here are my favorite quotes. 
"Familiarize yourself with history of women, blacks and other minorities, 
and trade unions—subjects often omitted or distorted in school books." Vi 
Russell, Labor Activist 
"Don't hold back. As long as you hurt no one, do all the things you want 
to. That's life." jean Veldwyk, Chair of the Board - Savings and Loan 
"I am never a failure until I begin blaming others." Shannon Wetherall, 
Hispanic heritage, King County Superior Court Judge 
"The phrase 'I can't' was sunk into the Pacific Ocean and no longer exists." 
Yolanda Martinez, Community Advocate 
"Always speak up but lose not thy cooleth." Colleen McElroy, Poet 
"Remember, you only see a rainbow after the rain." May Sasaki, 
Multicultural Educator 
"Will it matter that I was?" Mary Lou Southwood, Ensign, U.S. Coast 
Guard 
"If people work with people for the equality of all women, people of col-
or, and working people, we will make a better world and a more humane 
society." Lori Lakshas, Locomotive Engineer 
"You can't steal an education, or merely invest in one—you must earn it 
through experiencing it." Regina Glenn, Director of Licenses and Consumer 
Affairs 
"Love is the key to self-enrichment and mutual understanding." Cam-
Huong Thi Nguyen, Teacher 
To the youth of Washington state: "The past is our heritage. The present is 
your responsibility. The future is your challenge. I have seen the future, and 
it is you!" Dr. Rossalind Woodhouse, President, Seattle Urban League 
As a final comment, I would like to thank all students, faculty, staff and 
community members who contributed towards and celebrated National 
Women's History Week that was honored at UPS March 3 to 8. 
Ginni Ring 
Note: quotes compiled by Deirdre O'Neill, professor, University of 
Washington. 
Additional Drinks . . . 50C 
Diet Pepsi Available 
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They can't deliver 
a better Pizza • • • 
PIZZA You can't find 
a better Deal!! e 
• 
3902 SOUTH 12TH STREET 
759-5711  SUN - THURS 11 A.M. - 1 A.M. FRI - SAT 11 A.M. - 2 A.M. 	 TWO FREE 
PEPSI'S 
rAsr&ntEr DELIVERY WITH EVERY PIZZA! 
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA 
IN 3e MINI ITEc OR FRFF • 
OFFER SUBJECT TO SUSPENSION UNDER SEVERE CONDITIONS 
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL 
This Spring Break you will be able to enjoy a delicious 
large Pizza Time Pizza for the price of a small 
Includes 2 Free Pepsis Additional Pepsi's $.58 
expires 3-30-86 
12" 	 16" 
PIZZA PIZZA 
Additional Toppings 
Half & Half Same 
As 1 Topping 
Cheese $4.95 $7.20 Extra Thick Crust 
Double Cheese 
ADDITIONAL Anchovies 
TOPPINGS Pepperoni 
1 $5.80 $8.40 Mushrooms 
2 6.65 9.60 Onions Olives 
3 7.50 10.80 
4 8.35 12.00 
5 9.20 13.20 
Tomatoes 
Green Pepper 
Ham 
Ground Beef 
Sausage 
Jalapeno 
Pineapple 
$4.99 WITH  COUPON 
ANY 12" PIZZA - ONE ITEM 
INCLUDES 2 FREE PEPSI'S 
ADD 85C PER TOPPING 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT 
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1986 
